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CHAPTER 168 MEMBERS LAUGH IT UP AT
KERRVILLE

THE AIR WAS THICK WITH AIRPLANES AND BRAVO
SIERRA AT LAST MONTH'S FLY-IN AT KERRVILLE.
PICTURED ABOVE IS MEL ASBERRY DISPENSING HIS
OWN SPECIAL BRAND OF B-S TO DON CHRISTIANSEN
AND DALE BROOKS.
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DISCLAIMER
We would like to make you aware that as always, in
past, present,and future, any communication issued by
EXPERIMENT AL AIRCRAFTASSOCIATION,
CHAPTER ONE SIXTYEIGHT, INC., regardless of
the form,format, and/or media used which includes, but
is not limited toHANGAR ECHOES and audio/video
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information,etc.,
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of
information only and does not constitute approval,
sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any
event (this includes OSHKOSH). Please read, listen,
enjoy,and be careful out there.
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MONTHLY MEETING
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F'ARMERS BRANCH
COMMUNITY BUILDING
2919 AMBER LANE

635-L&I

Director's Meetin~. November 14, 1221
December Xmas party/meeting and Flyi-n discussed.
Chapter Status Report to EAA National was discussed.
EAA Chapter General Liability Insurance was discussed
and basic coverage ($1M) was approved.
Newsletter quantity is '250N ewsletter assembly at Mel and Ann Asberry's on
December 30.
New officers and their responsibilities were reviewed.
The roster is updated and will be available for January.
Chapter financial status report to be available at December meeting.
Ghosts calendar fund raising was discussed, it was voted
down.

NOVEMBER FLY-IN
This month's fly-in will be at Addison Airport at
the Buce Building.This is a large hangar that is
home to about nine or ten experimental and storebought aircraft. Housed in this hangar are our
president elect's Citabria, Doug Vail's Lancair,
and Dave Davidson's Trans-Atlantic biplane and
gear driven C-175 and others. As usual it starts at
about 1000 hours and runs to about 1400 hours.
Please park in front of the Buce Building and walk
around the east end to the hangar bay
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Would you believe another year has passed.
Here I am writing the last 1991 presidents corner
( and the last of my corner offerings) It seems only
yesterday that I was doing the first ( and even less
time that I was languishing in the Hospital). Like
they say 'Time passes fast when you are having
fun". And it has been fun most of the time, work
some of the time and surprising/embarrassing
once and a while. (Like the first time I forgot to
bring any Door Prizes, -- Ha!)
Our monthly meeting was a real dandy -- It's
always a treat to go out to Skyline and see all the
projects they work on, to meet the nice young
folks who are learning about aviation and to visit
with Jim Putney. This time we got the special
treat of witnessing the first flight movies of Jim's
new Thorp plus a really informative show about
the "Spruce Goose". I had visited the Spruce
Goose and found the show particularly interesting. !tis an amazing piece of aviation history.
'Ihe Fly-in was .also enjoyed by all who attended. It was my very first time to go to Caddo
Mills and in spite of the fact that I had to drive I
really enjoyed the visit. As usual the hotdogs were
good and plentiful and enjoyed by all. The
weather cooperated and the folks at Caddo Mills
put up a few Sail planes to keep us looking
skyward. We had a nice turn out of people and
airplanes including a long cross country by Bill
Wisley to bring his Hyperlite to the gathering. If
you missed it you missed a good one.
This months Fly-in will be at Addison. What
with the unpredictable December weather it
seemed wise to have a sou th facing really
enclosed place to meet. So we selected the hanger
where Jerry, Gary, Doug, Dave and Ernie hang

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios
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BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.

out. Elsewhere you will find a map and details.
Plan to join the fun and be sure to dress appropriately.
With this being my last chance to sound off I
would like to get on the soap box one last time.
First, I do hope the chapter can keep working on
the SIG build up to the point where it will provide
a real forum for increasing the skills, participation and knowledge of all members. Another
point I think we need to continue to emphasize is
the use of our combined strength to bring pressure on the various Government agencies for
promotion of general aviation and particularly
Aviation as a Sport. And I hope we can continue
our participation in Kerrville with the ultimate
goal of growing that event into a kind of Texas
flavored "Sun and Fun".
That's enough from me. But before giving up
the podium I want to say how much I appreciated
the opportunity to serve as president of your
chapter and that I am very grateful for your help
and support in all the activities. Also I want to
express the gratitude I have for the many cards,
letters, phone calls and acts of assistance
provided by chapter members during my
recovery from the accident. My family and I will
always remember and appreciate each and every
one of you.
Brownie.
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HART AIRCRAFT SERVICES
"Complete Aircraft Service"
Inspections * Pre-Buys * Recovers
Restorations * Mobile Service
DARIN R. HART A&P, IA

P.O. Box 9058
Greenville, TX 75401
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817-682-4220
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AEKOPLEX SALES
• Aircraft fart3 and Accessories
• fllot Supplies

320 F.M. 1B85 E.
Weatherford, TX 76086

BOBBY OSBORN

(903) 454-4858
Mobile (903) 408-9782

KERRY NOBLE
15060 Bellwood Parkway fast
Dallas, Texas 75244

(214) 458-1594
1·800·233-1778
1-800-486-1778
Digital fagcr 229·5980

To discourage the unnecessary use of
automobile fuel during World War Two, posters
were plastered around asking one and all: "Is this
journey really necessary?". Pilots would do well
to ask themselves the same question whenever
they flight-plan their next trip. A decision to stay
on the ground may save not only fuel, but lives as
well.
The disease of "Get-Home-Itis" has been
around since the earliest days of flying, and many
brave pioneers died because of it. But the accident files reveal a percentage of fatal crashes year
after year confirming that pilots still catch the
disease. It is astounding the risks we aviators are
prepared to take in order to sleep in our own bed
at night, or make that "all-important" business
meeting on the other side of a major low-pressure
area.
Instead of looking on a canceled flight as an
opportunity to relax by the fireside with a good
book, or eat z leisurely dinner and explore an
unfamiliar town, many pilots are consumed by a
frantic anxiety attack that (horror of horrors):
THE MISSION WILL NOT BE COMPLETED.
Pride goeth before a fall, and never more frequently than when a pilot insists on completing a
flight despite all the indicators saying, "Stay on
the ground, stupid!" When a pilot wants to get
there at all costs, ominous signs become irritants
to ignore or challenges to overcome. Consumed
by this disease, the pilot will nag the weather
briefer about the precise location of "holes," the
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AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
Airport Resldentlol lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal W0ter
contact John Rustin,.. 1-34 7-2030

Lancaster Airport

1361 Fenis Road
Lancaster, TX 75146

prospects for short interludes of sunshine, the
most likely altitude to escape ice, and the chances
that the laws of physics may be held in abeyance.
The "Get Home" disease in its most extreme
form will cause the pilot to launch into the murk,
without a weather briefing or flight plan; scudrunning at low altitude and relying on an intimate
knowledge of local topography - an intimacy that
never quite survives the harsh impact with said
topography.
In the earliest days of airmail flying, brave
pioneering pilots would rely extensively on intimate geographic knowledge to scud-run at low
altitude, often following highways and railroads
(hence the waggish definition for - "I follow railroads"). Elrey Jeppeson, the inventor ofIFR approach plate, tells a story of one airmail pilot
whose aircraft flew gently into snowdrifts on the
highway to Cheyenne, Wyoming. After realizing
that he had survived the impact in one piece, he
radioed to head office,.using a brand-new aircraft
radio that he was "168 miles from Cheyenne".
The dispatcher was suspicious about the
precision of the location, and asked the airmail
pilot how he knew that. The pilot assured him
that it must be true, because "that's what it says on
the highway sign".
Of the first 40 United States Air Mail pilots, 31
died in the line of duty. They may have had some
excuse for their behavior, given the era and the
payload, but the rest of us aren't carrying the mail
or even the kidney transplant that will save a life.
We are just carrying ourselves, or our friends, our
family, or somebody else's family. That in itself is
good enough reason when in doubt, to cancel the
takeoff, and try on another day.

(214} 227• 1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214} 227-6176

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT

3000 FEET IS

NOT THE TIME
Due to time constraints placed on us by the
management of our meeting hall we must start
our meetings a little earlier. In order to get all
chapter business, programs, door prizes, ect.
done before 9:00 pm we need to be at the meeting
room at 6:30 pm and get the meeting rolling no
later than 6:45pm.
We are sorry if this is an inconvenience to
anyone but ifwe want to be able to keep meeting
in the beautiful hall where we now meet this is
what we must do.
Also note that December's Christmas Party
starts at 6:30 and runs to 10:00 pm

TO WISH
YOU HAD

LONE STAR

GEM AIRCRAFT SUPPLY, INC.

10221 DENTON DR. DALLAS, TX. 75235
(214) 350-7066
DOYLE ADAMS
SEE US FOR PAINT, AIRCRAFT TOOLS,
HARDWARE, SAFETY WIRE, BATTERIES,
MOST AIRCRAFT PARTS & SUPPLIES.
WE ARE OPEN 9:00-5:00 MON.-FRI.
AND 9:00-1:00 SATURDAY

PILOT SHOP
ADDISON AIRPORT
PI 1.01' SUPPLI F.S
CHARTS-FAA-ASA-GLEIH-PURLICATIONS
IIEADSETS-INTl!RCOHS-HIC,S
NICE GIFTS AUD FREE ADVICE

LARRY & £ARLETTE SHULTS
4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind--

:,e:~:s.-•

Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
OELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

··SPECIALIZING IN CUSTOM AVIONICS, FIXED & ROTARY WING"

Find Answer to Your. Particular N~ed.
Just Call:

458 - 7550

De Imo (Pitta lpedal) Johnaon

1 ~190 l)(.(ll.,EY ROA.])
llill.Ll&, TJJW> 1 ~ 34

ALTEX AERO CENTER
AL WINCEK, Owner
(214) 347-2086 HGA.
(214) 348-6930 HM.

AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT
At.11 Aoc:k Hill AO.

McKinney, TX 75069
HANGER JC

Clear skies and cool temperatures
resulted in a good turnout at our October
fly-in. About ten airplanes and twenty-five
people gathered at caddo Mills Airport on a ·
day that was made for flying. Plenty of hot- .
dogs and munchies were consumed and
agood time was had by all.

We had a good cross-section of aircraft,
ranging from ultralight to classic, high and
low wing, experimental and store bought, bi
and mono, direct drive and gear reduced
(Dave Davidson's C-175),powered and
sailplanes.
Apparently we impressed some one. We
had three people join that day.

In the last month or two we have added nine
new members to the ranks of chapter 168. Most
are local residents so call and get them involved.
The new members are:
Robert Braun
(214) 239-6249
Dean Briggs
(214) 612-0250
John Cox
(405) 924-6901
Dave Eby
(817) 766-2523
Warren Fender
n/a
Bob Hyde
(214) 867-6574
Jeff Quaid
(214) 394-0686
Leo Porebski
(214) 867-3651
Bill Stromire
(214) 492-4649

The annual Chapter 168 Christmas Party will
be at our regular Meeting on Tuesday December
3rd. We will start at 6:30 pm. We will be finished
by 10:00 pm. The dinner is covered dish, so bring
a favorite meat, casserole, vegetable, salad, or
dessert. The Chapter will provide utensils, plates
and beverages.
Returning again by popular demand will be the
White Elephant Gift Exchange. So, each person
needs to bring a wrapped White Elephant gift.

The History of Flight
From Early Myths through Space Exploration
Main Terminal at Love Field
Monday-Saturday: 10-5 Sunday: 1-5
Adults: $2 Under 12: $1
Validated Parking

AERO COUNTRY AIRPORT

Bi-Plane Aide Rates Panem Rioe (8-10 min.)

Scenic R,oe 120 min. )
Bue Ae,O011tc RiOe

Thou SNatt Riae (T-sn1n 1noudedJ

Uooo.a. rou.

£Olnl. &

hammernaao)

Glider Ride Rates
S25.00
145.00

2,000' A1oe •
3.000" Rt0a •

S45.00
S75.00

4,000' Atoe·

• Aetooauc lnsuuc11on Ava11ao1e

Aero-Systems Aviation

(214) 637-3598

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY

Aero-Coun1ry AitJ>on
oneung S.-Plane & Gliow RiOes
FloQfolnsuuc:Uon&Rlf1WSAFot Del.AHS

Call (214) 676-1343
DAVID HINCKLEY,
A,ont lnaructor

7204 PARWELI.

- Gift Cerhhc,1195 A-va1latMt -

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Seoul Bid;.)

qALLAS,TEXAS75235
AN •

MS •

• Rioet bl.MO on a1tnuoe.,

time

SOIOPICMgo
PflhlQIUI 11,onl taper,encw not required,

• Ta»wne.6 Transit.on Courses

George Carroll

S2!.00
~-00
S55.00

$995.00

Po..e,T,anamo,n

$595.00

l>ftv111e Pttot
Powe, Tran.s11,on
Comm. P1101

$795.00

Rtnlall Starting @ $18. Ht.

!-·.. .. eom.--,SoulnpCubl·
,:iFor.~~--,-~:~,;,'.;c-~,- ,
VISA / MASTERCARD ACDplad

NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

'"'--o.. _

!2'"•1176-GIJI
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- BATTERIES -
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• A tribute to Larry GrimmI will never forget the first time I met Larry
Grimm. He and his family had just moved to
Ennis from Plano. They had joined our church,
and Larry came and joined the choir. (He had a
strong bass voice, in case you never had the opportunity to hear him). We were introduced, and
I commented that I liked his EAA belt buckle.
He then told me about EAA and showed me a
picture of his cavalier. Thus began a great
friendship. Though we were both always so busy,
at least for a few minutes each week we shared
our love of airplanes, singing, and spiritual things.
Larry introduced me to Chapter 168 at the flyin at Henry O's that fall. When the nose gear
broke on the cavalier, and Larry began the rebuild, I had a chance to help some, and to appreciate what a meticulous craftsman he was.
When I had the opportunity to attend Oshkosh
in 1989, he was excited for me. When I got my
plans and began building, he was a great source of
information and encouragement. I will not forget
the enthusiasm that he and his son, Wade, expressed as they prepared to go to Oshkosh this
year.
I am sure that many of you can say with me,
'Thanks Larry, my life is infinitely better because
our paths have crossed."
DAVE CARTER

NI-CADS, GEL CELLS,
ALKALINE, LITHIUM
"W8 Build Battery Packs"

[jj]

18,IO East Arapaho, Suite #126
Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-5351

t ·SOO•nS-5267

J.E. "RED- MARRON

12) Locations:
526 Interurban; Richardson.TX 75081 j214)234-114l
2929 Custer Pkwy,
Plano,TX 75075 1214)596-5556

,MAX FLIGHT AVIATION
AVIATOR MAX
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LET'S GET HIGH TOGETHER
Rent - Buy - Sell - Trade - Training
MESQUITE AIRPORT
Off: (214) 222-&052

Max Bolen

1510 Hudson Rd.
Mesquite, Texas 75181

TEX-AIR PARTS, INC.
Meacham Field, Loe. 2N •
Fort Worth, Texas 76106
(817) 624-9882
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4500 Ratliff Ln. Ste 109
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 931-9896

DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES
Dopes & Fabric Supplies

GUSTOVISION
G. C. GUSTOVICH
STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

Mooney/Piper/Cessna/Beech
Aircraft Parts

VIDEO SCRIPTS • PRODUCTION

Over 100,000 Different Part Numbers in Stock
All lnstock items Priced at WHOLESALE or BELOW.

320-1102

EAA Members Recei~ an Additional 5% Discount on Most Items,

No.6: Door/Canopy Open Brace

tion of the fuselage door frame. These latches grab
onto short male studs which are mounted on the
door itself. The latches are connected by a linkage
so that a single handle can lock each door.
To hold his doors open a set amount Pete
has designed some simple parts. He fabricated
two extended studs which are mounted on the
insides of the door frames, refer to the adjacent
Figure. The extended stud has one end machined
just like the short stud which holds the door shut.
The other end of the extended stud has a pivot.
The extended studs are about four inches long.
The pivot end of the extended stud is
mounted on the inside of the door frame right
next to a short stud. Please note that in the Figure
the extended stud was shown to one side of the
. short stud for clarity. In addition, there is a small
clip attached to
the door frame.
The clip holds the
extended stud up
and out of the way
when the door
needs to be locked shut.
To lock the
doors in the four
inch open position is very
simple.
The

There are many pleasurable aspects to
building and flying airplanes. However, taxiing
across the ramp on a typical Texas summer day is
usually not one of them. If your airplane does not
allow you to leave a door or window open, then
you end up riding in a portable sauna.
As many of you have probably noticed, the
doors and windows of many of the fast Experimental designs do not allow easy ventilation
of the cockpit while on the ground. Most of the
windows are solid. Many of the doors are difficult
to manage in the
propwash. Besides,
it is usually safer to
taxi with both hands
WINDOW
free, instead of using
one to hold the door
open.
A typical
airplane in this
regard is the White
Lightning. On this
design the front
doors are the left
and right parts of
the windshield. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • brought
till
doors downare
Since the hinges are along the support in the mid- they are about six inches from closing. The exdle of the windshield, the doors want to stay closed tended stud is then released from its clip and
under gravity. A door can be held open with the rotated down. The door is then closed further until
propeller turning, but there is some risk of losing the end of the extended stud has entered the latch.
control of it in the process.
The latch is then locked shut. The door is now
On Pete Huff's White Lightning each door locked in the open position.
is normally clamped shut by two female latches
Cooper
which are located along the outer horizontal por-

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY SHOP
2711 BROOKFIELD. DALLAS. TEXAS 75235
tOff D£NT0N DRIVE LOVE f1£L.D MEAi

lR 111111> 31!1"1•-, -,7g
FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION 1202· 141
BELAAMBRUS: RESIDENCE t214J352-IJ49

ENGINE OVERHAUL.

PARTS EXCHANGE

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT

Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas ••••••••• 817-497-7496

D. E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O.
Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

SERENADE TO A HOMEBUILDER
My husband has a hobby
which really keeps him busy.
The activity in our garage
often makes me dizzy!

•

Ollict 2~8-617
222 S. Cedor Ridge
Me. Service 521-4111
Ouncen~llle, luu 751111
Office Houre By Appolnlmenl

I always know where he is ...
after work, evenings, and
weekends too!
With this project there's
always something to do.
He's working on the gas tank,
the frame and wings are done.
He pounds, shapes, drills and
welds-his idea of fun!

He stands back, admires his work,
and in his mind sees himself soar.
He tilts his head, listens, and
· I know he hears his engine roar.

WMO'e, 1\-lE

WACkO ~ITH TH~ WOCt<.O FROM -WO.CO
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He has become an artist in
his own way....
Carefully planning for that
one great day.

HANGAR 36

And on that one great day
he will head for the sky
and I will be with him
ready to fly!

AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Air~ort
Hangar Space Available for E A A Members

The above poem was written by Dianne Gilpatrick whose husband is Newsletter Editor of
EAA Chapter 288 in Daytona Beach, Florida, and
a homebuilder. Thanks, Dianne, for a beautiful
poem.

RAYMOND MORT, P.E .
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ANT/OU£-CLASSIC-HOMEBUIL T-EXPEHIMENTAL

Hangar has water/ electric/toilet/ phone
CONTACT: Clair J. Button (214) 231-6070

TAN Aircraft Repair Ltd.
MIKE EDGERTON
A&P MECHANIC, A [
BUS. 214-347-2868

Registered Engineer

HOME 214-625-8929
324 Hillview Drive
Hur• L, Texas 76054

Bus: t817I280-2775
Rea:I817I282-6940

Specializing in Single and Light Twin Reetp. Engine
Aircraft. Including Radio/ Engine &- Fabnc Covered.
Aero-Country Airport

VN. VET.

.
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FOR SALE; Ahrens AR 124 Single seat 13 meter
sailplane.All alum, LIC. Experimental, 24hr. IT,Kawasaki
340 (34hp) and 6 gal fuel tank for power glider conversion.
680-9669 David Nix
FOR SALE; Grumman AAl one of a kind "Super 160".
Fuel injected 10320 with 85hr. IT only 600hr TIAF.New
tiger paint scheme, speed MODS, King
KX175B,Transponder, Apollo 602 Loran, encoder, audio
panei EGT and CHT, an honest 170mph plane, climb
1500fpm. 680-9669 David Nix

FOR SALE; Century I Autopilot removed from Cessna
150, Can be coupled to Loran or Vor, $1100. 680-9669 David
Nix
WANTED: Starlite Project. Almost any stage of completion considered. 414-1175 Doug Vail

FOR SALE; Aero Matic (F200) Prop, has one bladetip

TECHNICAL
COUNSELORS

f,

I
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FOR SALE: Geared starter for Lycoming O 320 and
larger. Fresh Overhau~ $300 outright, $225 Exchange. Air
speed indicator 0-155mph $75(like new). '(214) 517-5070

FOR SALE ;Starflight DBL, 2 place Ultralight type, tandem, Rotax 503 gear drive, inst., pod, long.range fuel, flown
regularly, 500 hours IT. Reason f9r sale need cash for third
airplane. Call Kerry Cartier (H) 617-3901 (W)372-7084
For Sale: 1/2 or 1/3 share of a quality, hangared IFR

248-4335
243-7509
276-1691
414-1175

DON CHRISTIANSEN
JERRY BIDLE
VERN WILLIAMS
PAUL JOHNSON
MONROE MCDONALD
SAM COOPER
TOM SCOTT

298-6531
517-0946
484-7741
352-1564
343-0501
349-8766

JIM RUSHING
OWEN BRUCE
MEL ASBERRY
BILL WARE
BROWNIE SEALS

727-5630
231-3946
517-5070
353-9392
243-7509

HANGAR ECHOE
EDITORS
DOUG VAIL
SAM COOPER
ADVERTISING
FLY-INS
TRAILER
DATA PROCES.
SAFETY OFF.
LIBRARIAN
TOOL
CUSTODIAN
GOVT. LIASON

broken, $50 or best offer. Sheepskin seatcovers for C172,
1224 Volt refueling pump.Make offer. (214) 985-1016 Elo
Zinke

[QR SALE: Craftsman 9in disk/6in belt sander 3/4hp
motor and stand. Excellent condition/used very little $250.
w)480-2548 h)231-4222 Jack Hi~kiµa,q_

BROWNIE SEALS
JOHN IVY
PAUL KEPNER
DOUG VAIL

931-2721

414-1175
343-0501

BILL WISLEY
OPEN
VERN WILLIAMS
RANCE RUPP
MEL ASBERRY
ERNIE LUDWIG

484-7741
288-8452
517-5070
241-1185

ERNIE LUDWIG
MUTT WAY

241-1185
416-4692

494-4153

FINA

presents:

Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
Pitts S28
Low Level Aero PPrtormnnr.p

f nrquPRnll ~
I arl Slrdes
Snap roll on take off
and final approach
A Real Cmwd Pleaser

e
f INA

Jan·Collmer
14368 Proton Road
Dallas. TX 75244
{2141233 - 158()

Fax {214J233-0481

Cherokee 160. Based Hudson, new interior Narco flip-flop
glideslope, 3 light, DME, ADF. 214/285~4576 evng. J~
Lawrence.

Wanted: 1835-2180 VW conversion. Would
prefer good cheap engine for my KR-2. Also
interested in good service able parts if you do not
have a complete engine to sell. I have a have a set
of KR wingtips and a few other items to sell or
trade. Reece daniel, 625-7619 between 6:30pm9:00pm.

BRUCE MILLER
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
Pr ivate, Instrument, Com merical
Airp lane, Tai ldragger, Glider

Bo x 54 7, Prosper, TX 75078
(214) 347-2831

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION & RENEWAL FORM

NAME

..•

National EAA #

Pleas@ Print!!!

------------------

(

preferred 1st name

)

NAME (AUX) __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
HOME PHONE (_) ________
CITY
ZIP ---- WORK PHONE (_) ________
STATE
CO-PILOT-----------,---,---------------

(spouse or friend)

Projects-(%complete/name) __________________
Interests
Plane Flying-=------------,--------------Pilot/A&P Ratings _____________________
EAA OFFICE (past or present)
Type of Membership:
New Member -�Renewal Mem�er--•---

---------------------'--"------

Membership dues for EAA Chapter 168 are $15 for one year.
Name Tags are available for $6.
Make Checks Payable to: EAA DALLAS CHAPTER 168

- ,.

EAA CHAPTER 168 DALLAS
POST OFFICE BOX 168
ADDISON, TEXAS 75001-0168
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